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Adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of
surface segregation in PdAu nanoparticles†
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Lucas Koziol*b and Graeme Henkelman *a
Surface segregation in bimetallic nanoparticles (NPs) is critically important for their catalytic activity
because the activity is largely determined by the surface composition. Little, however, is known about the
atomic scale mechanisms and kinetics of surface segregation. One reason is that it is hard to resolve
atomic rearrangements experimentally. It is also diﬃcult to model surface segregation at the atomic scale
because the atomic rearrangements can take place on time scales of seconds or minutes – much longer
than can be modeled with molecular dynamics. Here we use the adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC)
method to model the segregation dynamics in PdAu NPs over experimentally relevant time scales, and
reveal the origin of kinetic stability of the core@shell and random alloy NPs at the atomic level. Our focus
on PdAu NPs is motivated by experimental work showing that both core@shell and random alloy PdAu
NPs with diameters of less than 2 nm are stable, indicating that one of these structures must be metastable and kinetically trapped. Our simulations show that both the Au@Pd and the PdAu random alloy NPs
are metastable and kinetically trapped below 400 K over time scales of hours. These AKMC simulations
provide insight into the energy landscape of the two NP structures, and the diﬀusion mechanisms that
lead to segregation. In the core–shell NP, surface segregation occurs primarily on the (100) facet through
both a vacancy-mediated and a concerted mechanism. The system becomes kinetically trapped when all
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corner sites in the core of the NP are occupied by Pd atoms. Higher energy barriers are required for
further segregation, so that the metastable NP has a partially alloyed shell. In contrast, surface segregation
in the random alloy PdAu NP is suppressed because the random alloy NP has reduced strain as compared
to the Au@Pd NP, and the segregation mechanisms in the alloy require more elastic energy for exchange
of Pd and Au and between the surface and subsurface.

Introduction
Bimetallic nanoparticles (NPs) can exhibit superior catalytic
activity and enhanced selectivity as compared to their monometallic counterparts due to synergistic eﬀects that have been
widely investigated in both heterogeneous thermal catalysis
and electrocatalysis.1–5 Since catalytic processes occur directly
on the surface of bimetallic NPs, the surface composition,
structure, and the local order of atoms on bimetallic NPs
have profound influence on their catalytic performance.6–15
Surfaces of bimetallic NPs are sensitive to the environment
and can undergo redistribution of the atomic species under
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reaction conditions.16–22 One profound change is the segregation of one component on the surface – surface segregation
– that can occur during preparation, pretreatment, and even
under reaction conditions.16,23–26 Compositional changes and
local rearrangement of species on the surface can significantly
alter both the electronic and mechanical properties of NPs,
impacting catalytic activity and selectivity.27 Control of these
properties has been recognized as an eﬀective way to manipulate the activity of bimetallic NPs; understanding the mechanisms of surface segregation is an important step towards being
able to control the surface composition and catalytic activity.
PdAu NPs have been widely used in industrial processes
including hydrogen peroxide synthesis from H2 and O2,2,28
alcohol oxidation,29 vinyl acetate monomer synthesis,1,10 and
formic acid dehydrogenation.30 The surface composition and
structure of PdAu NPs have been shown to significantly aﬀect
their catalytic activity and selectivity. Identifying the segregation state of surface species is thus critical to understanding
their catalytic function. There are, however, open questions as
to the mechanism and even the direction of surface segre-
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gation. For example, some experimental studies reported that
Au@Pd or Pd@Au core–shell NPs can be synthesized with no
surface segregation,31–34 whereas other studies show that Au
segregation occurs during preparation, pretreatment, and even
under catalytic conditions.35–37 In contrast, Enache et al.
reported that Pd surface segregation occurs upon calcination,
producing NPs with a Pd-rich shell and a Au-rich core.29
Interestingly, the Crooks’ group obtained a set of puzzling
results from the synthesis of PdAu NPs (Scheme 1).38 They
found that the sequential reduction of Pd and Au produced
Au@Pd core–shell NPs, independent of the reduction order.
That is, no matter whether Pd was first reduced and then Au,
or Au was first reduced and then Pd, the result was a Au@Pd
NP structure. This result alone would not be surprising with
the hypothesis that the NP was able to completely invert and
find the thermodynamically stable structure corresponding to
Au@Pd.
What makes this system so interesting is that co-reduction
of Pd and Au in the same environment leads to random alloy
PdAu NPs with no detectable segregation of either Pd or Au to
the surface. Clearly the random alloy and the Au@Pd NP structure can not both be thermodynamically stable and so this
raises the question as to which structure is most stable and
how the other can be kinetically trapped when NP rearrangement appear to be facile when synthesized via sequential
reductions. These interesting and puzzling results motivated
our theoretical exploration of the surface segregation of AuPd
NPs.

Paper

Some previous theoretical work investigated surface segregation in bimetallic NPs, including calculations of segregation
energies with density functional theory (DFT); equilibriumstate predictions based upon empirical thermodynamic
models and Monte Carlo sampling; and dynamical simulations based upon molecular dynamics (MD) methods.39–47
The first two methods are used to predict equilibrium configurations of bimetallic NPs, but not metastable states, where
the stability is governed by kinetic factors. The third method,
in which MD is used to explore the evolution of the system, is
limited to short time scales (typically < µs) – far from the relevant experimental time scales in catalysis.
To mitigate the time scale problem, we use the AKMC
method, in which atomic transition rates are determined by
transition state theory (TST) and the time evolution of the
system is on the time scale of the state-to-state transitions
rather than on the time scale of the molecular vibrations, as in
MD. In contrast to the Crook’s experiments, where surface Pd
is stabilized by adsorbates,38 our calculations of NPs in
vacuum favor the Pd@Au structure, energetically. To model
segregation kinetics, we start with the three metastable
face-centered-cubic truncated octahedral NP models shown in
(Fig. 1): 79 atom Au@Pd; 201 atom Au@Pd; and a 201
random alloy AuPd NP. Then, with our AKMC simulations, we
determine the mechanism and times scale of segregation in
each of these three models to understand why the random
alloy remains kinetically trapped over experimental time
scales.

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the synthesis of PdAu dendrimer-encapsulated NPs. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2009, American
Chemical Society.
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Fig. 1 Geometric structures of PdAu NP models used in this study,
Au19@Pd60 and Au79@Pd122 core–shell and Au79Pd122 random alloy. The
lower panel shows the corresponding core structure of each model,
with the surface atoms removed. The blue and the gold spheres represent the Pd and the Au atoms, respectively. The same color code is
used for all subsequent ﬁgures.

Results
Surface segregation in Au19@Pd60 core–shell NPs
The dynamical evolution of a truncated-octahedral Au19@Pd60
core–shell NP was simulated with the AKMC method (Fig. 1
and Movie S1†); details of these AKMC calculations are provided in the Computational Methods section. This NP has an
energy that is 7.7 eV higher than the global minimum structure as predicted by a Monte Carlo simulation in which all 19
Au atoms occupy the (100) facet sites of the shell. Thus, segregation of the 19 Au core atoms to the surface of the Au19@Pd60
core–shell NP is expected from thermodynamics. However, this
structure is not observed in our AKMC simulations; instead,
the system reaches a metastable state with six Au atoms segregated to the NP surface.
Fig. 2a shows the evolution of the Au19@Pd60 core–shell NP
measured by the total energy and the number of Au atoms
in the shell. The vertical spikes in the energy trace correspond to the formation of short-lived vacancies that diﬀuse
on the surface, which only occasionally facilitate segregation events. Seven energy plateaus are observed in the
simulation corresponding to n = 0–6 where n is the number
of Au atoms in the NP shell. Each energy drop, of roughly
0.4 eV, corresponds to one Au atom migrating to the shell
and one Pd atom migrating to the core. Notably, the
migrating shell Pd atom always occupies the corner site of
the octahedral core. Such a process leads to the transition
of the system from an n = k to an n = k + 1 state, denoted as
an n = k → k + 1 transition. At 32 s, all six corner sites of the
core are occupied by Pd atoms, as shown in the upper panel
inset of Fig. 2a. When the system reaches the n = 6 state, the
total energy has decreased by 2.24 eV. No further energy
drop is observed in 850 s; instead, the energy fluctuates as
expected for a system in local equilibrium in a metastable
state.
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A disconnectivity graph from the first 2000 states is shown
in Fig. 2b.48–52 Briefly, the endpoint of each vertical line in a
disconnectivity graph corresponds to a stable minimum
visited in the AKMC calculation. The vertex which connects
any set of vertical line segments indicates the energy of the
saddle point(s) that connects the corresponding minima. To
make such a plot, there must be some energy discretization,
and in this case we have used 0.03 eV. The high energy, black
portion of the plot, corresponds to transitions between n = 0
and n = 5. The low energy, blue portion, shows the numerous
states in which the system becomes trapped when n = 6. These
n = 6 states are connected via surface rearrangements similar
to the two mechanisms shown in Fig. 2c. In the first mechanism, three edge Pd atoms slide to produce an adatom–
vacancy pair that can easily diﬀuse on the NP surface. In the
second, surface Au atoms migrate from the corner to the facet
to the edge site. No exchange between surface–Pd and Au–core
atoms occurs in these processes, and the system remains in
the n = 6 state. In contrast to our (equilibrium) MC simulations, our AKMC simulations show that the Au19@Pd60
core@shell NP is kinetically trapped with 13 Au atoms remaining in the core when the six corner sites of the core are occupied by Pd atoms.
The qualitative diﬀerence between the AKMC and MC simulations indicates the importance of kinetics in surface segregation of Au in PdAu NPs. To further understand the kinetic
stabilization, we explored the mechanism by which further
segregation can occur beyond the metastable n = 6 state by
increasing the simulation temperature. Starting from the metastable (n = 6) state obtained from our AKMC simulations at
400 K, we performed subsequent AKMC simulations at elevated temperatures between 600 and 900 K. Fig. 3a shows the
evolution of the total energy and the number of surface Au
atoms in an AKMC simulation at 600 K. As indicated by the
gray dotted line, a drop in energy is observed at 0.10 s, corresponding to the transition from the n = 6 to the n = 7 state. In
the inset image, a Pd atom is shown to reside beside the six
corner sites occupies one of the edge sites in the core, consistent with a segregation event from the n = 6 metastable state. In
other simulations with temperatures above 600 K, a similar
escape mechanism from the n = 6 state is observed.
To quantify the kinetics of further segregation beyond the
metastable n = 6 state, the disconnectivity graph and the temperature dependence of the transition rate are plotted in Fig. 3.
From the disconnectivity graph, we are able to extract the
overall barrier for each n = k → k + 1 transition, taken to be the
energy diﬀerence between the minimum-energy structure of
the k state and the transition state that connects to a k + 1
state. For example, the overall barriers of 1.09 and 1.18 eV for
the n = 0 → 1 and the n = 5 → 6 transition, respectively, are
indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 3b. In this way, we can
see that the n = k → k + 1 transitions with k < 6 have comparable overall barriers in the range of 1.08 to 1.20 eV. The temperature dependence of the n = 0 → 6 transition follows the
Arrhenius law (Fig. 3c) with an apparent activation energy of
1.11 eV, consistent with the overall barriers obtained from the
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Fig. 2 (a) The time evolution of the total energy (black line) and the number of the surface Au atoms (red line) in an AKMC simulation of the
Au19@Pd60 core@shell NP at 400 K. The inset images show the initial and ﬁnal structures followed by the corresponding core structures, with the
shell atoms removed for visualization purposes. (b) A disconnectivity graph constructed from the ﬁrst 2000 unique states visited in the AKMC simulation. The n = 6 states are highlighted in blue. (c) Two processes involving surface rearrangements between n = 6 states: diﬀusion of a vacancy site
(left); and the redistribution of surface Au atoms (right). The green arrows indicate the migration directions of the diﬀusing atoms. The red solid and
dashed circles highlight the adatom and the vacancy sites, respectively.

disconnectivity graph. Similar to the n = 0 → 6 transition, the
Arrhenius law holds for the n = 6 → 7 transition (red dots and
line in Fig. 3c) with an apparent activation barrier of 1.92 eV;
0.8 eV higher than that required for the n = 0 → 6 transitions.
Notably, surface rearrangements within the n = 6 state involve
barriers comparable with the n = 0 → 6 transitions as shown in
Fig. 2b. Thus, the high-energy barrier for the n = 6 → 7 transition hinders further segregation of Au atoms from the core
to the surface, trapping the system in the n = 6 state when the
temperature is below 500 K.
The observation that the temperature dependence of the
key segregation rates follows the Arrhenius law suggests that
there is no change in the mechanism of segregation over the
temperature range studied. By looking at each transition, we
found that the segregation mechanisms can be classified into
two groups: vacancy-mediated, and concerted mechanisms.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

The vacancy-mediated mechanism, shown in Fig. S1,† first
requires the formation of a vacancy in the shell, which then
facilitates a Au–Pd exchange process. In contrast, in the concerted mechanism, the Au–Pd exchange process occurs directly
where the vacancy site is generated simultaneously with the
core-to-shell migration of a Au atom. The truncated octahedral
structure is then recovered via surface diﬀusion, which fills the
vacancy site. Despite the qualitative diﬀerences in these two
mechanisms, their overall barriers are comparable and consistent with the activation energy obtained from the Arrhenius
plot. Thus, increasing the temperature in our AKMC simulations facilitates escape from the kinetic trap, but does not
result in a crossover to another mechanism, up to 900 K. This
result suggests that high-temperature AKMC simulations can
be used to explore segregation kinetics that are not accessible
at the lower temperatures of interest. More importantly, the
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Fig. 3 (a) Time evolution of the total energy (black line) and the number of surface Au atoms (red line) in an AKMC simulation of a Au19@Pd60 core–
shell NP at 600 K. The inset images represent the initial and the minima-energy structures followed by the corresponding core structure. (b)
Disconnectivity graph for the states found in the AKMC simulation at 400 K up to a time of 35 s with the diﬀerent n states indicated by the symbols
shown. (c) Arrhenius plots for the n = 0 → 6 (black line) and n = 6 → 7 (red line) transitions, where the unit of time is seconds.

high-temperature AKMC simulations of the Au19@Pd60 NP
show that the system is kinetically trapped in a metastable
state at 400 K due to kinetic barriers of 1.9 eV.
Surface segregation in Au79@Pd122 core@shell and Au79Pd122
alloy NPs
The kinetic stabilization of the Au19@Pd60 NP in the n = 6 state
demonstrates the importance of kinetics for surface segregation and may resolve the apparent paradoxical results of the
Crooks experiments. However, these 79 atom NPs are smaller
than those studied in the experiments, where both the Au@Pd
core–shell and PdAu alloy NPs were characterized as having an
average size of 2.0 nm. A larger Au79@Pd122 NP, which also has
a size of 2.0 nm, is more representative of those in the experiments. Inspired by our studies on the smaller Au19@Pd60 NP,
both experimentally relevant (400 K) and elevated (≥500 K)
temperatures are considered in simulations of the dynamical
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evolution of the core–shell and alloy NPs. The time evolution
of the total energy and the number of Au atoms on the surface
for systems at 400 and 800 K, in a typical calculation, are presented in Fig. 4 and 5, respectively.
At 400 K, early-stage surface segregation of Au atoms was
observed in the Au79@Pd122 core@shell NP (Movie S2†),
whereas the random alloy NP maintains the original core
structure with no Au–Pd segregation. As shown in Fig. 4 (red
lines), the core@shell system reaches the n = 24 state at 1.7 ×
103 s (half an hour) with 24 Au atoms segregated to the surface
via the vacancy-mediated and the concerted mechanisms.
These 24 Pd atoms migrate into the core and occupy the (100)
facet sites of the truncated octahedral core (Fig. 4b). No
further Au–Pd core–shell segregation events were observed
within the simulated 3.8 × 104 s (11 hours). Instead, a large
superbasin forms, corresponding to many surface rearrangements (see Fig. S2†) that hinder further segregation of Au
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Fig. 4 The time evolution of the total energy (left axis) and the number of surface Au atoms (right axis) for an AKMC simulations of the Au79@Pd122
core–shell (red lines) and the random alloy NP (blue lines) at 400 K. The gray dashed line indicates the equilibrium energy of the global minimum
structure calculated from a Monte Carlo simulation. The right panel shows the lowest-energy structures and the corresponding core structures for
the (b) core@shell, (c) random alloy, and (d) equilibrium.

atoms. The energy of the system decreases by 9.3 eV due to Au
surface segregation, but the energy is still 20 eV higher than
the global minimum structure, as determined from our MC
simulations. For the random alloy system, the simulation
started from a structure with 46 Au atoms on the NP surface
(denoted as n = 46) with an energy 11 eV above the global
minimum. The total energy of the random alloy NP decreases
by 1.5 eV in 1.2 × 104 s; very diﬀerent from the staircase drop
observed in the core@shell system. That is because the
random alloy system only undergoes surface rearrangement
and not Au–Pd core–shell segregation. These surface
rearrangements redistribute surface Au atoms to the corner
and edge sites in the shell. Then, the system remains in a kinetically stable (trapped) state with the core structure and the
number of surface Au atoms unchanged, showing no surface
segregation in the 3.80 × 104 s simulation time. These calculations reflect the high stability of the Au79Pd122 random alloy
NP at 400 K. In summary, although the core@shell is able to
segregate Au to the surface and lower the energy, while the
alloy NP cannot, both structures are kinetically trapped over
experimental time scales.
At temperatures above 400 K, surface segregation of Au
atoms beyond the n = 24 kinetically trapped was observed for
both the Au79@Pd122 core@shell and random alloy NP. At
800 K, for example, the Au79@Pd122 core–shell system reached
the n = 24 state at 2.67 μs (Fig. 5a, inset); much faster than that
at 400 K. Over the 200 μs simulated, 34 Au atoms migrating to
the NP surface, resulting in an energy drop of 12.92 eV. The
same number of Pd atoms were exchanged into the core with
24 on the corner sites, nine on the edge sites and one occupying the corner site in the sub-layer of the core. Arrhenius plots
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for the n = 0 → 24 and n = 24 → 25 transitions are shown in
the inset of Fig. 5d. A comparison of the kinetics for these two
transitions is key to understanding the origin of the kinetic
trap observed at 400 K. The logarithm of the transition rate, ln
(1/t ), for both transition events show a linear relationship with
1/(kBT ). Note that a crossover above 700 K is observed in the
Arrhenius plots, indicating a change in the segregation mechanism at this elevated temperature. Based on the Arrhenius law,
an apparent activation energy of 1.34 eV is found for the n = 0
→ 24 transitions, whereas a higher activation energy of 2.01 eV
is found for the n = 24 → 25 transition. An examination of the
transition mechanisms reveals that the higher barrier occurs
from a highly defected truncated octahedral structure that
facilitates the n = 24 → 25 transition (shown in Fig. S3†),
which is why the core@shell system is kinetically trapped in
the n = 24 state at 400 K.
At 400 K, surface segregation of Au atoms in the random
alloy NP is suppressed, in contrast to the fast segregation in
the core@shell NP. The alloy NP is stable at 400 K and no
surface segregation was seen in the simulated time scale of
11 hours. Even at elevated temperatures, surface segregation in
the random alloy system is very limited, qualitatively diﬀerent
from the rapid segregation in the core@shell NP. As shown in
the lower panel of Fig. 5a, only two Au atoms were observed to
migrate to the surface at 800 K from the initial n = 46 state in
the 165 μs simulation time, corresponding to an energy
decrease of 2.12 eV; significantly less than in the core@shell
NP. To understand the origin of this diﬀerence, we constructed
an Arrhenius plot for the first segregation event in the random
alloy NP, from state n = 46 → 47, as shown in Fig. 5d (red line).
The activation energy required for this transition is 1.53 eV;
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Fig. 5 (a) Time evolution of the total energy (red and blue lines) and the number of surface Au atoms (grey lines) for AKMC simulations of the
Au79@Pd122 core@shell (upper panel) and random alloy (lower panel) NP at 800 K. To show the escape process from the n = 24 state, the inset
expands the 2.64 to 2.73 μs portion of the plot. The minimum-energy structures with their corresponding core structures for the (b) core@shell and
(c) alloy NPs. (d) Arrhenius plots of the average segregation rate of the core@shell NP for n = 0 → 24 (black, ﬁt as ‘y = −1.34x + 34.75’) and the alloy
NP for n = 46 → 47 (red, ﬁt as ‘y = −1.53x + 33.95’). The inset shows the average segregation rate of the core@shell NP for n = 0 → 24 (black) and n
= 24 → 25 (blue, ﬁt as ‘y = −2.01x + 40.69’).

higher than for transitions required to reach the n = 24 state in
the core@shell system. The higher activation energy limits
surface segregation in the random alloy NP at 400 K.
Kinetic stability of the PdAu random alloy NP
To understand the diﬀerent segregation behaviors of the
core@shell and random alloy NPs, we determined the segregation mechanisms by examining the AKMC trajectories. For
both systems, surface segregation of Au occurs primarily on
the (100) facet of the NP. For the core@shell NP, both the concerted and the vacancy-mediated mechanisms are active, but
only the latter is observed in the random alloy NP. As shown in
Fig. 6a, the concerted mechanism undergoes direct Au–Pd
exchange, without the prior formation of a vacancy, which
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occurs via the collective motion of three atoms along the direction indicated by the green arrow in the cross-section view of
state 1. In contrast, and akin to that of the Au19Pd60 system,
two sequential steps are involved in the vacancy-mediated
mechanism – a vacancy–adatom formation step and the Au–Pd
exchange step. Formation of the vacancy–adatom pair occurs
via rearrangement of surface atoms on the (100) facet.
Subsequently, a three-atom group (circled in the cross-section
view of state 2) migrates along the direction indicated by the
green arrow with the core Au atom filling the vacancy site and
the shell Pd atom occupying the corner site of the core, completing the Au–Pd exchange process.
The energy profiles of these two mechanisms in the core@shell (black line) and the random alloy (red line) NPs are
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Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustration of the concerted (state 1 → 0) and the vacancy-mediated mechanism (state 1 → 3) in the Au79@Pd122 core–shell NP.
The corresponding schematic illustration for those in the Au79Pd122 alloy NP is shown in Fig. S4.† (b) Energy proﬁles for Au segregation in the
Au79Pd122 core@shell (black line) and alloy NP (red line).

shown in Fig. 6b. To the left of state 1 (gray dashed line) the
concerted Au–Pd exchange in the core@shell NP has an energy
barrier of 1.26 eV, whereas a higher barrier of 1.47 eV is
required in the random alloy NP. In the vacancy-mediated
mechanism, the vacancy–adatom formation step has a comparable energy barrier of 1.15 eV for the core@shell and 1.20
eV for the random alloy NP. A subsequent energy barrier of
0.60 eV is required for the Au–Pd exchange process in the alloy
system – twice that of the core@shell system. Importantly, the
overall barrier for Au segregation in the random alloy NP is
1.37 eV; 0.3 eV higher than that in the core@shell NP. This
higher energy barrier dramatically lowers the segregation rate
of Au atoms; specifically, the segregation rate in the alloy
system is 1/6000 of that in the core@shell system at 400 K.
This diﬀerence in the segregation energetics explains the suppression of segregation in the random alloy as compared to
the core@shell NP.
While we have shown that the energy barriers for the Au–Pd
exchange process are responsible for the diﬀerent segregation
behaviors in the random alloy and core@shell NPs, this does
not provide an underlying reason for the diﬀerences in energy
barriers. Surface energy is commonly assumed to be the main
driving force for segregation. However, as shown in the energy
profiles (Fig. 6b), both systems have comparable reaction energies for the Au–Pd exchange step. That implies there are other
factors determining the diﬀerent kinetics in these two
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systems. In bimetallic NPs with metals of diﬀerent sizes (such
as Au and Pd) the induced strain is another important energetic factor. During the Au–Pd exchange process, there is a
required expansion of the rectangular area defined by four Pd
atoms, as highlighted by red circles in Fig. 7b. The energetic
cost of such an expansion is directly related to the flexibility of
the NP shell. A comparison of the pair distribution function in
the particle shell indicates the Au79@Pd122 core@shell NP is
expanded (see Fig. S5†) due to the larger Au core in the core@shell NP. Hence, the strain eﬀect may contribute to the
diﬀerent energy barriers observed in the core@shell and alloy
NPs.
To explore the strain eﬀect, we constructed three models,
varying the number of Au atoms on the shell of the
Au79@Pd122 core@shell NP. Increasing the number of Au
atoms in the shell reduces the strain in the shell, and modulates the local flexibility of the Pd group without changing the
neighboring chemical environment. Energy variations of the
strain are plotted in the left panel of Fig. 7b, where the strain
is defined as the % expansion of the rectangular area. As
expected, with an increasing number of Au atoms in the shell,
the NP energy increases faster with respective to the strain
applied so that a larger curvature is observed, and a greater resistance to expansion. We further computed energy barriers
for the Au–Pd exchange process via the vacancy-mediated
mechanism for each system and plotted the curvature depen-
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Fig. 7 (a) Structures of the initial states of the Au–Pd exchange process (corresponding to state 2 in Fig. 6a) via the vacancy-mediated mechanism
in Au79@Pd122, Au79@Au37Pd85, Au79@Au69Pd53, Au79@Au101Pd21 and Au79Pd122 random alloy NPs. (b) Energy-strain curve (left panel) for each model
presented in (a) is computed via linear interpolation between the initial and transition state. The strain is calculated as the percent expansion of the
rectangular area surrounded by the circled atoms shown in the inset image. The right panel shows the strain dependence of the energy barrier for
the Au–Pd exchange process.

dence of the energy barrier in the right panel of Fig. 7b. The
energy barrier for the Au–Pd exchange process increases linearly with the curvature. Notably, the alloy system has the
largest curvature and requires the most energy for the Au–Pd
exchange process, whereas the core@shell system has the
smallest energy barrier because it has the most easily expandable shell. Therefore, we can conclude that the strain induced
by the larger Au core in the core–shell NP drives surface segregation at the early stage, but the reduced flexibility of the alloy
NP suppresses segregation due to strong Au–Pd interactions.

Conclusions
The AKMC method has been used to model the evolution of
PdAu NPs over experimental time scales. Surface segregation
in both Au@Pd core@shell and PdAu alloy NPs were observed
over time scales of seconds to hours that are unreachable by
MD simulations. High segregation barriers in both systems
point to kinetic trapping at energies well above equilibrium,
which helps to resolve the experimental observation that both
the core@shell and alloy NPs are found to be stable. A comparison of the kinetics between the two systems reveals the
origin of the suppression of surface segregation in the PdAu
alloy system; the shell of the alloy NP shell is less flexible than
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the core@shell NP, which increases the energy of the dominant segregation mechanism. Our study also demonstrates
how the AKMC method can be applied to the important challenge of modeling the dynamics of bimetallic NPs over experimentally relevant time scales.

Computational methods
The AKMC method as implemented in the EON package was
used to simulate the dynamical evolution of the core@shell
and alloy AuPd NPs.53–55 The energy and the force of the
system were evaluated with the embedded atom method potential developed by Wadley.56 High temperature at 2500 K MD
simulations were used to explore possible reaction mechanism
and product states. When each new state was found, the climbing image nudge elastic band (CI-NEB) method was used to
determine the minimum-energy path connecting the current
and new state through a saddle point.57,58 The convergence criteria for the structure optimization and the CI-NEB method
were set to 0.001 and 0.1 eV Å−1, respectively. At each new
state, such high-temperature MD/CI-NEB cycles were repeated
until a confidence value of 0.99 was reached for completeness
of the rate table. The rate constant for each event was com!
"
ΔE
puted from the Arrhenius equation, r ¼ A exp "
, where
kB T
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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ΔE, T and kB are the energy barrier, temperature and the
Boltzmann constant, respectively. The pre-exponential factor A
was set as 1013 s−1 for all simulations presented above. With
all Nk possible transition events found for the state k, a rate
table was constructed with the normalized cumulative funci
P
rk;j
tion Rk;i ¼

j¼1
Nk
P

j¼1

where i = 1, …, Nk. At each KMC step, the ith

rk;j

transition event was selected with a random number μ1 ∈ (0,1]
satisfying Rk,i−1 < μ1 ≤ Rk,i. The time was accumulated by
lnðμ2 Þ
, following first-order kinetics, where μ2 was a second
Nk
P
rk;j
j¼1

random number between 0 and 1. The absorbing Markov
Chains method was used to improve simulation eﬃciency by
analytically determining the escape time from superbasin
states.59
To validate the methods used here, we compared the
results of AKMC simulations with MD simulations in a high
temperature range where a similar time scale can be achieved
with both methods. Specifically, we compared the temperature
dependence of the n = 0 → 1 transition, as shown in Fig. 8.
The transition time was averaged over 20 independent simulations for temperature. Due to the limited accessible time of
the MD simulations, parallel replica MD simulations were
used to extend the MD time scales at the lower temperatures.60

We also performed AKMC simulations with pre-exponential
factor calculated explicitly from harmonic transition state
Q3N init
v
theory (hTST) where A ¼ Q i i , and vinit
and v‡i are the
i
3N"1 ‡
v
i
i
normal mode frequencies of the initial and saddle point,
respectively. We found that our assumed constant prefactor of
1013 s−1 is systematically lower than prefactors calculated explicitly, by two orders of magnitude. Importantly, this means that
our reported simulation time scales could have systematic
errors on the order of two orders of magnitude. This diﬀerence, however, does not aﬀect our conclusions because of the
near-parallel relationship of the two Arrhenius plots. More
importantly, at temperatures below 640 K, the results from
replica MD simulations are consistent with those of our AKMC
simulations. Deviations at higher temperatures can be attributed to anharmonic eﬀects that are not included in the AKMC
simulations, but also not significant at the temperatures of
interest in this study.
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